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STANDING OUT IN A CROWDED MARKET 
 
Robert Helliesen, CFA 
MILLIMAN, INC. 
 
Bob summarized that a manager will not get anywhere without the basics on philosophy, 
process, performance and portfolio managers.  Whatever the manager is offering has to 
fit what the consultant/client wants.  He said that the basics matter, such as: 

 Error free, spelling or otherwise 
 Consistent contact without being a pest 
 Good writing, concise and relevant 

Executive Summary 
 Search for alpha is still king 
 Beta is cheap 
 Alternatives are here to stay and growing, globalization as 

well 
 Risk management does not mean taking no risk; it means 

making sure you will be rewarded for the risk you take 
 De-risking continues 
 The basics all continue to be important 

 Do your homework in advance.  Be well prepared and 
knowledgeable…on your firm and strategies, on the 
consultant and on the target client base 

 Be able to summarize and demonstrate your value 
proposition quickly and well  

 Be consistent with your communications 
 Relevant research and education help managers stand out 
 Consultants are busy! 
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 Helpful quarterly updates that provide what helped, what hurt, and your outlook going 
forward 

 Current and complete database 
 Brand awareness does matter.  If the client has never heard of you, that’s a harder sell 

for the consultant.   
 Generate interesting discussions – a manager recently stood out by having a former 

Federal Reserve officer talk about North Korea.  Another manager presented good 
reasoning on why to be in a new asset class. 

 Economic insights are helpful.  “Teach me something.  Does the current situation 
create special opportunities?” 

 Visits to the consultants are required.  Portfolio managers cannot be there every time, 
but set a meeting with the thought leaders of the firm.  Be a presence, not a pest. 

 No canned answers in an RFP that do not fit.  Put your best foot forward in the RFP 
responses.  They are read. 
 

 
Shale Lapping 
President 
IPEX CONSULTING 
 
Shale highlighted some of the industry trends impacting the consultant community 

 Shift from traditional to alternative investments 
 Change in the nature of consulting to implemented consulting or outsourcing.  The 

traditional gatekeepers are now becoming the end client.  That has a profound 
implication on marketing and client services, but it is too soon to tell in what ways. 

Shale then addressed the topic of how managers can stand out from the crowd. 
 Resources are constrained; therefore, focus is essential.  You need to confirm that the 

client base of the consultant is a good fit for your firm.  Prioritize your efforts 
correctly. 

 Never take existing clients for granted 
 Managing expectations is critical  
 Shale and his team want stability.  “New, improved” is marketing hype.  The best way 

to stand out is to keep standing. 
 He always tries to ascertain:  Is the manager an asset gatherer or an asset manager?  

He does not see compelling need to introduce new products.  That is not a plus.  Once 
you move away from your focus, he gets concerned.  He wants you to focus and to be 
consistent.   

 Take marketing seriously.  Have an appropriate asset base before you market.  Be 
prepared with good data and numbers.  Develop your relationships.  There are no 
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short-cuts.  You have to cultivate the relationships, and it takes time.  Be visible and 
helpful.   

 
 
Russell Campbell, CFA 
CEO 
MARCO CONSULTING GROUP 
 
Russ started with a description of Marco Consulting, which specializes in Taft-Hartley 
clients.  They currently serve about 140 clients representing $130 billion and are 
headquartered in Chicago.  The group is independent and free of conflicts of interest – 
they do not sell anything to investment managers.  They look at managers in a variety of 
ways: 

 First, on a stand-alone basis 
 Second, correlations with the existing client plan 
 Extreme specialists – want to really diversify their clients’ programs 

Marco completed 100 searches in the first quarter, and the majority were fund of hedge 
funds, international and global (equity, fixed income, emerging markets, global tactical, 
diversified beta).  You can email Marco directly via its website, 
www.marcoconsulting.com, to get connected.  Once connected, Russ said he 
recommends the following: 

 Transparent, logical, robust process.  Your process needs to be clear and reliable. 
 Watch what is happening with the consultant’s business and where they are going 
 Avoid professional turnover.  If you have any turnover, the consultant will want to 

know if the process has been jeopardized at all.   
 Education.  Very few managers can be a resource, but those that can and do, stand out. 
 Remember that consultants are overloaded with asset classes, products and managers.  

The largest consultant researches 8,000 investment firms and has 150 analysts.  And 
consultants can’t afford to make mistakes.  Be sensitive to the workload. 

 How you deal with clients defines you.  Provide your existing clients with exceptional 
service; manage their expectations; work with them well when you have negative 
returns. 

 Large firms have specialists – for consultant relationships and by product.  This is 
very helpful.   

 Know when there is a fit with a client and contact them directly.  Remember, every 
client is alpha hungry.  

 Get referrals; become a part of the inner circle working with clients (accountants, 
actuaries, consultants).  You are not there alone.   

 Liquidity and fees are key now – more so than transparency.  If you are competitive in 
either, let people know.   
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SOLUTIONS-ORIENTED CONSULTING 
 
Pat Mulvey  
Managing Director and Partner 
DYNASTY FINANCIAL PARTNERS 
 
Pat focused on the high net worth world and was a wealth of information 

 High net worth is distinct from institutional investors in multiple ways  
 First and foremost, they are overfunded relative to their liabilities 
 High net worth clients tend to have smaller asset pools so they can access smaller 

deals; can get involved in club deals 
 Estate planning is a major issue (need to address taxes, insurance, credit and 

lending).  Integrated solutions-oriented consulting is key. 
 This is a decentralized universe; not as homogeneous as institutional market 

segments 
 In terms of products, he sees high net worth investors as being creative – investing 

in water, electricity, hotel deals, niche opportunities, smaller hedge funds, private 
equity deals, real return bucket to address inflation (“have the dry powder ready”) 

Dynasty’s objective is to empower the front-line people working with high net worth 
clients with solid tools and good business management. 

 
 
 
Eileen Kwei, CFA 
Principal 
MERCER 
 
Eileen introduced Mercer’s Implemented Consulting.  She covered the full spectrum of 
choices being offered: 

 Started with sophisticated tools, such as the manager database; moved to intellectual 
capital; then to traditional investment consulting; and ended on “New Frontier 
Solutions” 

 Mercer has been offering Implemented Consulting for 12 years outside the US 
 400 clients/$50 billion 
 Interest in Implemented Consulting is picking up in the US 
 Mercer starts with strategic planning, then asset mix, manager selection, 

monitoring and quarterly reporting   
 Mercer is able to negotiate a 10% to 15% discount on manager fees 
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 Client determines the role Mercer plays 
 Mercer serves in a co-fiduciary role 

 For defined contribution, she is seeing the addition of inflation protection investments, 
global REITS and commodities 

 
 
DEFINED BENEFIT PLANS OF THE FUTURE 
 
Paul Harte  
Vice President & Senior Consultant 
STRATEGIC INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS 
 
In the current defined benefit world, there has been huge deterioration of wealth, higher 
volatility and risk management moving to the forefront 

 Modeling 
 Illiquidity 
 Diversification of equity risk 
 More stringent regulatory requirements 
 Actuaries and accounting 
 More distrust of the industry overall 

People don’t realize how significant the rally has been since March 2009.  There has to 
be a long-term strategic plan as well as short-term tactical opportunities.  In some cases, 
there can be both strategic and tactical opportunities.  Monitoring closely is key.  You 
have to fight human nature and rebalance by buying low and selling high, changing 
course when it is most uncomfortable to do so.    
 
Trends 

 Increase in alternatives, especially in the public fund market 
 Diversification away from equity risk.  No one can afford another 2008. 
 Corporate increase in fixed income 
 Frustrated real estate investing 
 Emphasis on global and emerging markets 
 More acceptance of market timing 
 Hedge funds are being reclassified to “less constrained”; still expensive 
 Fixed income must consider LDI.  Must have a long duration; moving away from core 

fixed income.  Seeing 75% long credit and 25% long government.   
 LDI is more popular 
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Public Plans 
 2008 hit them hard; corporations could make contributions and float bonds at low 

rates to accommodate; public plans struggled harder. 
 Some recent improvement in funding status due to attractive returns 
 Desires:  Improved funding status; want to minimize contributions and have less 

volatility 
 Hard to have it both ways 
 Trend is to move away from core fixed income into emerging market debt, corporate 

strategies, high yield 
 
Recommendations 

 “We want partners.”  “Few people are partners.” 
 People are running money under the old model.  “I don’t have time for that.” 
 Be sensitive to the issues 
 Buyers like to see performance-based fees; want investors to have skin in the game 
 People want creative solutions; be an industry provider 
 Leverage used wisely might be the solution 

 
 
Janie Kass, CFA 
Managing Director 
MARGOLIS ADVISORY GROUP 
 
Janie started with the point that 401k was meant as a supplement.  Now that defined 
benefit is covering less, defined contribution covers more, but not as well.  Contributions 
are at lower levels.  Investment results are lower.  And 40 is the old 60.  Retirement 
income will be a challenge.   

 Plan design is key  
 Cash balance plans offered defined benefit plans portability, ease of 

communication and cost benefits 
 Existing defined benefit plans are facing increasing costs and decreasing benefits 
 Eliminating cost of living benefits could help 
 Defined contribution will not be enough, so there could be a return to defined 

benefit 
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Ron Kruschen, CFA 
Partner 
API ASSET PERFORMANCE, INC. 
 
A consultant in Canada, Ron used the Ontario Teachers’ defined benefit plan to 
illuminate some of the issues that plans are facing in Canada.  The Teachers’ defined 
benefit plan is $110 billion and well managed, but there is a $17.2 billion deficit.  It had 
been 93% funded, and it earned 14.3%; reports on an annual basis.  Earned 10% annually 
since it was funded.  What is the issue?  Liabilities are growing faster than assets.  If they 
take in $2.3 billion, then they pay out $4.5 billion.  Teachers are early adopters and have 
adopted the better lifestyle.  They eat better, exercise more.  The teachers are mostly 
women; they live longer.  And there is a generous early retirement package, attractive to 
teachers who have a high rate of burnout.  The combination has been challenging. 

 In Canada, there have been no defined benefit plans established in the last ten years.  
It’s too expensive. 

 Target Date Funds – they make a lot of assumptions that may or may not be right 
 What will future Defined Benefit plans look like?  Aside from the public fund arena, 

Ron doesn’t expect a lot of Defined Benefit plans to be around.   
 People are looking at Defined Contribution 
 Managers are running after the shrinking pot of money (Defined Benefit) versus the 

growing pot of money (Defined Contribution) 
 These are uncharted waters, and consultants are concerned with their livelihoods 
 Defined Contribution plan is not working, and consultants have to share this 

information 
 Typical CFO is three years on the job 
 Consultants wouldn’t be functioning with passive strategies 
 Fund of Funds started because there weren’t resources available; it’s a very different 

time now 
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HEDGING INFLATION FOR INVESTORS 
 
Travis Pruit, CFA 
Senior Consultant 
ARNERICH MASSENA & ASSOCIATES 
 
Travis led with asking what components should be included in decision making on 
inflation 

 Impact of unemployment 
 How you measure inflation (most people find the Consumer Price Index worthless; 

housing is 40%) 
 Can you target to food, water, higher education components? 

 Monetary debasement (the biggest risk is that the dollar buys less every year.  The fall 
of the US dollar won’t reverse).   

 Demand-driven inflation (outside the US, growing demand by more people is 
inflationary).  Meaningful participation by the emerging markets increases demand 
for water, gas, equipment.   

 Supply-driven investments (not enough supply of oil, energy, agriculture, other scarce 
resources) 

We own TIPS, real estate, direct private equity as solutions against these factors. 
 
 
Emilie Cortes, CFA 
Senior Consultant 
ALAN BILLER & ASSOCIATES 
 
Emilie pointed out that there are two policies that influence inflation.  First, financial 
policy, which takes forever; and second, monetary policy which is the Fed.  She said 
currently both deflationary forces and inflationary forces are at play. 
 
Deflationary Forces 

 Tremendous capacity 
 Unemployment 
 High vacancy rates 
 Increase in manufacturing output per hour 
 Deleveraging of houses  
 Market has rallied but consumers have not participated 
 Real estate still has to work out of its depression 
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Inflationary Forces 
 Expansion of debt 
 Interest rates at lowest levels for 30 years 
 TIPS spread has increased 2.5% 
 Volatile commodity prices 
 Non-farm unemployment is same level as in the 1950s and 1960s (not concerned 

about wage inflation) 
 Increase in food/energy prices 

“Don’t know where we are going.”  Investors need to prepare for both.  Commodities 
provide inflation protection and investment participation.  Most clients are comfortable 
with this.  The challenge is how much do you allocate?  5% is not enough to make an 
impact.  Private real estate, infrastructure can offset inflation, but they are illiquid and 
have longer lock-up periods.   
 
 
Ivory Day, Jr. 
Senior Consultant 
GRAY & COMPANY 
 
Ivory took a different stance, reporting that his clients do not have fears of inflation.  If 
you look at a 30-year time period comparing the S&P 500 to the CPI, inflation is not an 
issue.  He tells his clients that is not where they should spend time or resources.  Long-
term investing, inflation will get worked out.  In terms of money supply, they are 
attacking that by introducing more international investments.  Asset allocation in context 
of a meaningful time frame is important to ensuring a successful program for clients. 
 
 
MAXIMIZING THE CONSULTANT MEETINGS 
 
William McVay 
Managing Director 
RDK STRATEGIES 
 
Bill was specific in his recommendations to maximize meetings with consultants.  He 
said that you always want to find out about the consultant’s biases or stances before  
meeting.  He shared that he is interested in looking at things in a different way, and he 
encourages people to consider how to educate participants in a meeting.  For example, if 
you look at S&P 500 returns over time, you may not make a lot of money in stocks.  It 
depends on when you put your money in and when you took it out.  1948 to 1968 was the 
best block of time, while 1961 to 1981 was the worst.   
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Bill outlined a plan of action: 

 Know who you want as a client 
 Understand that client’s issues and problems 
 Show you understand 
 Have clear, constant vision 
 Spell out how you are different 
 Decide who you are not 
 Know your weaknesses 
 Share what the risks are 
 Make sure there are no surprises 

 
For example, if you want endowments as clients, know that there are three sources of 
return:  contributions, investments and not spending.  Of those, investing is a minor 
portion.  Most of an endowment’s financial strength is gained through spending time on 
attracting contributions versus on investments.   
 
 
Vaino Keelmann, CFA 
Partner 
API ASSET PERFORMANCE, INC.  
 
Vaino and his partners practice consulting in Canada.  They have an internal database and 
no research group.  Consultants do it all.  They go and visit managers themselves.  It’s 
still pretty traditional – with asset allocations of 60:40.  30% is in Canadian bonds; and 
most Canadians are not interested in high yield bonds.  They have 10% in US equities 
and 10% in emerging markets.  Their clients are mostly defined benefit, endowments and 
foundations from $100 million to $1 billion in size.  They conduct 15 searches a year.   
 

 “Our door is always open” 
 Keep it short, focus on highlights and don’t be an encyclopedia 
 The weakness of most meetings is that people jump into the process 
 I always flip to the bios and want to understand ownership and what motivates the 

managers.  Terror or greed? 
 I want to know if there are any changes to the team 
 I want fidelity and honesty 
 Amplify on your education…for example, I have trouble understanding options   
 I don’t do webinars or conference calls.  I am touchy feely and from another 

generation. 
 I won’t read economic commentaries 
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 I will read white papers 
 If you write something generic, no one will read it   
 Howard Marks writes very interesting pieces 
 Do not send attachments that need to be opened. I will delete the whole email.  Embed 

it in the email. 
 
 
MAKING A CASE FOR EMERGING MANAGERS 
 
Ron Kruschen, CFA 
Partner 
API ASSET PERFORMANCE, INC. 
 
Ron believes in a manager’s life cycle.  For his firm, they define an emerging manager as 
someone who is brand new, they typically just left another firm and they are passionate 
about how they invest. 

 Alignment of interest is critical.  They like to see that everything the manager owns is 
in the business.   

 Age range is late 30s to early 40s.  Ideally, he/she has lived through a major 
downdraft.  (Who hasn’t now?) 

 They typically have fewer than five years at the firm, but have demonstrated 
experience   

 Small assets under management (but remember many clients have restrictions, such as 
you can never invest more than 10% of the manager’s book) 

 Emerging manager platforms and sponsors help 
 Strategy should be something special.  Large cap Canadian is hard to sell; Asian small 

cap, or Asia ex-Japan or ex-Hong Kong would be attractive.  You can have a different 
thesis; regional differences in valuations.  It should be something new and different.   

 Currency has had a huge impact 
 Ron’s not a big believer of asset/liability management; econometrics is his 

background 
 
Ivory Day, Jr. 
Senior Consultant 
GRAY & COMPANY 
 
Ivory shared that the firm started because Larry Gray wanted to work with minority 
managers:   

 “At a time when institutions are making loftier demands on money managers in 
terms of assets under management and track record, it's nice to know that 
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someone is sticking up for the little guys.”  Gray & Co., an investment 
consulting firm based in Atlanta, was opened in 1991 on the premise that plan 
sponsors are missing out on returns by excluding small managers from searches, 
said Larry Gray, the firm's founder.  “The firm is really an outgrowth of my 
interest in how money managers are selected, which dates back to my days as a 
consultant at Smith Barney Consulting,” he said.  “I wondered why managers, 
of all ethnicities, races, from both sexes and who are entrepreneurial, were not 
getting the assignments.”  And so was born a focus on emerging managers, which 
Gray & Company considers to be those managing $3 billion or less. 

 Gray & Company became the expert on emerging managers for the Taft-Hartley 
market.  The market has changed significantly for emerging managers.  There are 
minority equity trusts, and groups like Progress helped to minimize the risks of 
investing in any one fund. 

 They believe that smaller managers do better 
 Taft-Hartley market is very conservative, very loyal and consists of many minority 

members themselves 
 Ivory noted that most emerging firms are small with high business risk and less 

resources and support.  They tend to be newer (hard to say you haven’t emerged after 
20 years). 

 Ivory then compared the emerging manager criteria for Illinois State and for Gray & 
Company 

 Illinois Gray & Company 
Assets $10 million to $10 billion Less than $2 billion for equity; $5 

billion for fixed income (“smaller 
size, better returns”) 

Qualifications Minority, women-owned, 
persons with disabilities,  
experience 

N/A 

Time Frame 3-year record; GIPS compliant Not as important as experience 
 Ivory models emerging managers into a plan’s overall asset allocation as an asset 

class.  They then find the actual managers.  They have active searches right now for 
Large Cap Value and Large Cap Growth for Illinois.  They have RFPs out for Mid 
Cap Value and Micro Cap Growth.  Next will be Small Cap Value and Small Cap 
Growth.   

 They are doing a farm-team approach 
 They are committed to long only 
 Fee negotiation is important, but not below a certain level 
 The question was asked if you should classify yourself as a minority-owned firm.  

The response was you don’t need to classify or point out the obvious.  Use photos.   
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 The next question was the value of third-party marketing.  The reply was that from a 
consultant’s perspective, you always would prefer to see someone whose name was 
on the door.   

 
Roger Levy of Cambridge Financial Services Group is putting together “Best Practices 
for Emerging Managers” 
 
 
GETTING MANAGERS INTO SEARCHES 
 
Timothy Price, CFA 
Senior Investment Consultant 
MILLIMAN, INC. 
 
Tim wants managers who have done their homework and know the consultant and client 
base preferences in advance.  They screen for excess return, assets ten times the mandate 
size and team in place.  They have several screens that trip up managers:  GIPS 
compliance; AUM allocated to the same client type as the prospect; IR; and Sharpe ratios 
or semivariance, rather than excess return.  Clients like managers who they know.  He 
would encourage you to call directly as well as through the consultant. 
 
Tim added that when managers call in advance of a final, he will share the issues a 
prospect may have, their restrictions and any quirks important to know.   
 
 
Scott Fisher, CFA  
Vice President & Senior Investment Consultant 
AON INVESTMENT CONSULTING 
 
Scott had an excellent sense of humor working with the names, Hewitt, Ennis Knupp and 
AON, and was immediately forthcoming that “research analysts at the firm think research, 
and consultants think client.”  He, therefore, recommended you spend time with the 
research analysts.  They are focused on the following: 

 Pension risk solutions 
 Defined contribution plan management 
 Alternative strategies 
 Fiduciary services 

They want custom investment solutions, only the best.  Managers need to work with the 
specialists in their asset areas.  They use eVestment database and in meetings focus on: 

 People 
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 Process  
 Performance (rolling periods versus trailing) 
 Communication strategy 

 
Defined contribution is all about fees, disclosure, services provided.  Scott shared that 
they are receptive to new ideas.   
 
 
ROLE OF BUILDING VALUE AT THE FIRST MEETING 
 
Mark Kordonsky 
Principal  
SAGEVIEW ADVISORY GROUP 
   
Mark was straightforward, and started by stating that he expects a manager to be able to 
give the firm’s or strategy’s value proposition in a five-minute elevator pitch.  He said 
that the consultants already know performance and personnel…now it’s all about risk 
management and repeatability of performance.  In terms of risk management, they are not 
against taking risks.  They just want to make sure the client is compensated for risk.   

 He believes in KISS, and says to keep in the Stupid part.  Keep It Simple Stupid.  He 
needs and wants managers to explain things to him.   

 Managers should assume there will not be a second meeting.  It is not necessary to 
have the key people at a first meeting, but those present have to be knowledgeable.  

 Prepare in advance of the meeting.  They can tell. 
 They value larger firms for the resources 
 They like innovation, and he says you find innovation in strange places.  Emerging 

managers with a good value proposition.  A one- or two-person firm that has 
something special is of interest to them.   

 Mark works primarily with larger institutional clients.  The issues they are addressing 
are: 

 De-risking 
 Risk management 

 They are setting up research in Europe 
 Don’t send him emails; he gets more than 100 a day, and is currently 1,000 behind 
 Mark encourages managers to call him.  He is difficult to get hold of, but be diligent.  

Managers need to talk to them; they don’t remember materials.  It’s the people that 
matter.   
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David Kraemer 
Senior Consultant 
WILSHIRE ASSOCIATES 
 
David used a quote from Maya Angelou that is so true.  “People remember how you 
make them feel.”  What better advice on how to build value at the first meeting?  He 
shared that he had had some one-on-one meetings earlier in the morning that were quite 
good.  He urged managers to be aware that committees will only remember a couple of 
things, and they definitely will remember how you made them feel.  He echoed Mark’s 
advice to KISS.  Other recommendations included: 

 Bring the most qualified people you can to the first meeting 
 Start with the overview 
 Have a process 
 Remember that a large established firm is different from a small relatively unknown 

firm 
 Less is always more 
 There is a movement to look at: 

 Minority firms 
 Social investing 
 Green 
 Faith based 

 David agrees with Mark that risk management is key 
 What he likes in a first meeting is: 

 No bombardment of information 
 A clear value proposition 
 Commonalities – being human; knowing someone I know 
 Brevity 
 He knows not everyone has a special sauce 
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THE NEW ASSET MANAGEMENT FIRM 
 
T. Patrick Mulvey 
Managing Director and Partner 
DYNASTY FINANCIAL PARTNERS 
 
Josh McFerron 
Vice President & Senior Consultant 
MORGAN STANLEY CONSULTING 
 
1. You have to recognize that beta is very cheap to buy.  Managers have to offer cheap, 

innovative beta or alpha. 
2. You are no longer just selling product; very different sales techniques are required  
3. Real research and real advice matter going forward.  Such managers are in high 

demand. 
4. Great opportunities are in wealth management, outside of the US and sovereign 

wealth.  For the wealth management market, legacy issues are very important. 
 
People asked about the advent of alternatives.  Volatility created opportunity; need for 
diversification; disappointing results from many long-only products.  
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
In summary, the consultants were forthcoming about what they and their clients need and 
expect from the investment marketing community.  While so much is changing 
(separation of alpha/beta, de-risking, outsourcing, alternatives), much remains the same 
(need for persistent alpha, quality research and counsel, consistent, relevant 
communications).    
 
Russ Mason and his team at IMI consistently organize outstanding events that promote 
useful dialogue and opportunities for sellers, gatekeepers and buyers to engage with one 
another.  Attending the Consultants Congress is an efficient way to stay well versed on 
current and future trends. 
  


